
— The Persian Life and Temperament — 

 

The Patience Stone is the most empathetic 
Of listeners, absorbing into it 

The pains and sorrows of the one telling. 
When it’s full of ache, it bursts into bits. 

Persian life simplifies to the extremes, 
Loving or fierce, to have or not the means, 

Twin Genii granting the best and the worst— 
Beyond the Sultan’s favor and Fate’s gleams. 

The subsistence aplenty engendered 
By the sun’s bounty and breezes rendered 

Contrasts to the simoom, the plague, the wars, 
The mirage, and the beasts endangered. 



Life or death hangs by a skin of water— 
In a realm so large to die no better 

From a freeze in the north to suffocate 
From the heat in the south, weather-whether. 

Temper’s all poetry and religion, 
And there are but two days distinction— 

The Day of the Lot—origination, 
And the Day of Judgement—destination. 

A-tween, inexorable Destiny 
Weaves life’s braided wave, warp, and woof, Sufi, 

Whose virtue is courage and submission 
To what has been appointed so surely. 

Exquisitely pleasured by poetry, 
The senses excite beyond rein, dearly, 

Through verses chanted, that drive the fearless— 
Then grant reward, returned from victory. 

Verse exhilaration bests the grapevine, 
For quatrains and couplets exceed fine wine. 

Flowers and tenders are as drink-spirits, 
With the rose gleam a dram of hashish shine. 

The Persian pearls bear the down of the lip, 
The mole on the cheek, the eyelash, tulips, 

Lilies, roses, jasmines, pearls, musk, birds, song— 
Epigrammatic, and often epic. 

Poetry dresses the phantasmic new 
By enshrining life’s apparitional brew, 
Captured and bottled as aqua-vita— 

Wisdom’s pearls, from the evanescent dew. 

 The cedar, the cypress, the palm, the olive, 
The willow, and fig-tree, and birds therein, 

Are ne’er wanting in the musky verses, 
Nor the flower legends, as well as wind. 



 What’s pent and smouldered as the numb and dumb 
Is not spent in the poet, but from a crumb 

Rises and grows over into new form, 
As relief, in creation through his plumb. 

 Of a keen bodily sense with sensation, 
With a deep intellectual passion, 

Poets wing far between Heaven and Earth— 
As delight in the two’s composition. 

 A snatch of poem the camel-driver sings, 
And paints with sun-beams what his vision brings— 

Of the waving veils adorning the tent, 
Of the pipe-dreams floating up in smoke rings… 

 Which fumes are as sighs sent to Heaven far, 
For consideration, from his altar 

On this bubbled puff of a worldly sphere, 
In case Destiny wishes to shake its jar. 

 The fence is a temptation for a flout, 
Yet souls are the breezes that have no route. 
Were that I was her soft breath in and out, 
I could e’er on my way kiss her lips’ pout. 

In the night of your tresses, the day flees; 
In the round of your rose lips, naught but these; 

In your walking, waking form, on my knees; 
Of your swelling breasts, oh, please to show, please. 

Coffee plants are in the desert first seen, 
By a starving outcast, who eats the bean, 
And finds it bitter, so he boils some, tart, 
Finding that the water is the better part. 

Such from asylum he returns home, quaint, 
And for his coffee is declared a saint, 

But its drinkers are despised by clerics— 
The partakers dally over their cups!


